Econometric Forecast Mixed

One year after the announcement of the Nixon Administration's new Economic Policy, Wharton's Econometric Forecast predicts mixed blessings for the American economy in the next two years. The forecast, which is based on a systematic review of past trends, suggests that the economy will grow but at a slower rate than in recent years. The forecast also predicts that inflation will remain a problem, but at a lower level than previously expected.

The forecast is notable for its cautious approach, recognizing the uncertainties in the economic landscape. The forecast team, led by Dr. George L. Cooper and Lawrence Klein, noted that the economy is facing both opportunities and challenges.

Despite the mixed outlook, the forecast team expressed optimism about the potential for innovation and growth in the coming years. The forecast was widely reported in the media, with many economists and policymakers noting the importance of understanding the economic environment in making informed decisions.

In its report, the forecast team highlighted the importance of continued efforts to address inflation, while also recognizing the need to support economic growth. The forecast was well-received by both the public and the economic community, with many analysts praising its comprehensive approach and insightful analysis.
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Campus Events

FURN OR UNFURN. 1.2 & 3 bedrms., LARGE 1.2 & 3 bedroom apts furn. or to 4 c.u.'s Independent work per term. person. Private entrance $90.00 per month. Call Mr. August TR6 7943.

ATTRACTIVELY DECORATED CEDAR 49th vicinity, furnished four furnished and unfurnished $135 up — APARTMENTS — 4 rooms and bath, 3 rooms and tile bath. 41st and Spruce furniture. carpeting available. Call EV2- formica top Kitchen. Tile bath. Fur

Meet In first floor conference room. Van female. Call Graham Gleave, 5103

In all classified ads, mortgages and sales, please mention VILLAGE VOICE. Your newspaper, your place.

FUR OR UNFURNISHED APARTMENT for rent - 1 bedroom, quiet, very near the University of Pennsylvania and Center City. Rent $125. Call Janet W. 366-6723.

APARTMENTS — a room and bath. Both furnished. Two blocks from campus, quiet, near facilities, and close to transit. Rent $120. Call Catherine, 393-3668.

CDR under close watch. Fourth floor student rooms at 19th and Locust are closed. Students will have to move, according to the Campus Security Department.

ATTRACTIVELY DECORATED CEDAR 49th vicinity, furnished four furnished and unfurnished $135 up — APARTMENTS — 4 rooms and bath, 3 rooms and tile bath. 41st and Spruce furniture. carpeting available. Call EV2-formica top Kitchen. Tile bath. Fur

FINISHED APARTMENT for rent - 2 1/2 bedrooms, 1 bath. Everything furnished, quiet, near campus. $140 per month. Call 362-5695.

GREAT RUGS 3416 Sansom (between Chestnut & Walnut) across from law school 6x9 rugs from $9.95. Open Mon-Fri 11-7; Sat 12-4. Credit Card Program.

THEATRE 110 SOUTH 40th STREET, PHILA. FOR MORE INFORMATION call 594-7570.

THANK YOU FOR REACHING FOR THE VILLAGE VOICE, THE PAPER THAT BUILT PHILA.

YOU ARE INVITED TO ENJOY ONE COMPLIMENTARY LUNCH/DINNER FREE WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANOTHER LUNCH/DINNER OF EQUAL OR GREATER VALUE.

MAN OF LA MANCHA

JUAN DAVIDWINKI

WE PAY FOR THE LUNCH/DINNER OF EQUAL OR GREATER VALUE AT MAHARAJA.

INDIAN RESTAURANT ON THE OCCASION OF OUR FIRST BIRTHDAY ANNIVERSARY OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 110 SOUTH 40th STREET, PHILA. FOR MORE INFORMATION call 594-2240.

YOUR LOCAL CATERER FOR CONTINUING DISCOUNTS SEE U. OF PHILADELPHIA CATERING TRIO, Daily Planet, Student

OFFER GOOD UNTIL SEPTEMBER 20, 1972.

929 Americans Injured As Reds Near Da Nang

SAGAMON — American troops put the South Vietnamese government defacto out of the center of the district (county) seat here when President Thieu Phieu One Da Nang Sunday, moving one step closer to capturing the strategic town on the southern approaches to North Vietnam's second largest city.

Communist also attacked three American bases, but they came under heavy fire from heavy SA-7 surface-to-air missiles and mortars. Marine units and 29 Americans were injured in a rocket attack on Ho Ho Air Base, 14 miles southeast of the capital, but no casualties were reported in the other two attacks.

Econometric Forecast

(Continued from page 4)

...smallhouse inflation rates of four percent a year. Green explained. Inflation rates now slowing between 3 and 3.5 per cent annually, also leaves the consumer generally favorable to policies favoring inflation rates as indicated to the forecast. The central, which Green characterized as "understated and bullion," are likely to hold wages at their present levels, at least temporarily. Next year, however, tighter labor markets, higher production rates, and new negotiations for working agreements may force the Board to allow wage increases beyond the present levels. Pay increases beyond 6.5 to 7 per cent will push inflation back up to four per cent.

On the optimistic side the Economic Forecast Survey Washington implies that in early 1974, the rate of growth of retail Gross National Product will have reached a level of $1,900 billion by the end of the year. This represents a "healthy" growth of the real capacity of the economy, or nearly 6% above the real 1970 "normal" level of $1,150 billion of last year. By 1974, the report concludes that American economic growth should be able to meet the U.S. trade balance in black ink. The trend from the present deficit will be the result of gradual, gradual improvement, and will not have occurred as quickly as the Nixon administration had hoped, the survey notes.

"Strong return" from American一览s abroad, a growth in the total volume of world trade and a relative decrease of German and Japanese exports will all contribute to the rapid improvement of the American trade deficit, the report states.

— JOHN DANNEMARKI
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Bobby Fischer Reported to Cease
Monastic Life; Plans to Date More

By United Press International

NEW YORK — As the new world chess champion Bobby Fischer plans to alter his monastic way of life, buy a car and a house or apartment and start dating more girls, Life Magazine reported Sunday.

"Now that I'm champion I'm going to see more girls," Life quoted Fischer as saying. "I have a lot of energy and I need to burn it up."

But despite the changes in his way of life, close will remain the most important thing in Fischer's life, the magazine said.

"What I really want to do is encourage respect for chess. Chess should have the same acceptance as other sports, like boxing and football."

The magazine said Fischer's lawyers have had offers to produce a hobby Fischer chess sets, chess exhibitions and a chess special on television which together could generate more than 10 million over the next two years for the champion. But despite the changes in his way of life, Fischer has not signed any contracts, Life said. "I have no idea what I would do if I were a professional chess player," he said. "I would like to see the creeps gathering around," it quoted Fischer as saying.

Fischer is now married within a year. But, Life said, "I love her as is. Fischer is funny about the idea of marriage. He likes very much. He also has been seeing two pretty young girls he met at a Reykjavik restaurant during his visit."

The magazine said Fischer's friends are hoping he will alter his monastic way of life, buy a car and a house or apartment and start dating more girls. Life quoted Fischer as saying.

"Another Part Of The Forest"

Great roles in an exciting Play... annenberg theatre lab

AUDITIONS

"Another Part Of The Forest" by Lillian Hellman

MON. SEP. 11
TUES. SEP. 12
8 to 10 PM

annenberg auditorium 2020 walnut st

WHAT MAKES A MEANINGFUL COURSE?

What if the classes are small and the instructor cares? What if the questions asked are still open and the problems addressed have only begun? What if you re-write your term paper five times and still feel you want to see more work on it because what you have to say is so vital?

We think this makes a course Meaningful.

Some of our students agree.

Conflict Studies • Freshman Seminars • Independent Study

Department of Military Science
5th Floor, Helenbach Center
Call 594-7877 for details

This is What Happens
at a free Evelyn Wood speed reading lesson

WELCOME STUDENTS
AND FACULTY
The Poppy Shop West offers:

• Cake to take home
• Grilled cheese sandwiches for a light lunch
• Fat-free green salad
• Ice cream cones ($2.00 per cone)
• Hot dog and bun
• Chips and salsa

Come in and look us over. Browse to your heart's content.

With every $10.00 purchase
you are giving a
CIRCULAR END TABLE
in this ad.

DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION
REGISTRATION

RECREATION CARDS
INTRAMURALS
LOCKERS
W.A.A.
TOWEL DISCS
CLUB SPORTS
ELECTIVE CLASSES

HUTCHINSON GYMNASIUM 3:00-7:00 P.M.

WED. SEP. 13
GRADUATE STUDENTS,
FACULTY, STAFF

THU. SEP. 14
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS,
FACULTY, STAFF

FRI. SEP. 15
ALL STUDENTS, STAFF

BRING MATRICULATION RECEIPT (STUDENTS) OR PENN I.D. CARD (STAFF)

1972-73 FEES

STUDENTS

STAFF

LOCKERS
$2.00/$5.00
$5.00/$25.00

TOWELS
$2.00

FAMILY CARDS
$5.00 EACH

PERSONAL RECREATION CARDS
NONE

Admission By Recreation Card Only, Beginning September 25
**McGovern's campaign**

By browsing and stumbling about George McGovern appears about to hand Richard Nixon a fourth term in the White House. Considering the present administration's galaxy of scandals, this is no mean trick.

Part of the problem lies in the Democratic Convention, which nominated McGovern. Rather than truly opening up the party to the people, the convention workers, the beer drinkers, the working women and men who are the party's largest base. As Jack Newfield wrote in the Village Voice: "The factory workers, the beer drinkers, the working women of Long Island, New Jersey, Farmington Valley wrote about the are the new invincible men of the Democratic party." Unfortunately for McGovern, the chickens are coming home to roost.

Part of the problem also lies with the candidate himself. Six weeks after the convention, McGovern has still not given his staff last week, for example, Rep. Frank Thompson of New Jersey, a McGovern supporter who registration drive after feuding with Gary Hart, was denied his wish.

This weekend, McGovern is in New York City to meet with Ralph Nader. Gary Hart has dropped his campaign. As Nat Hentoff wrote: "O.K. George, enough blather as well as any politician; and it is hardly reassuring to the voters to learn that which concerns them most. They want peace. The Nixon record in law enforcement is not impressive by any standard, and McGovern's campaign.Btnor.)

Nor is there any reason he should not come hard on crime. The Nixon record in law enforcement is not impressive by any standard, and McGovern's campaign Btnor.)

**Self-censorship and the press**

By Maurice Neshfield

The step-by-step account of how the "Pentagon Papers," the massive Department of Defense study of America's involvement in Vietnam, was published in a book several months after the original articles had appeared in the New York Times.

The creation of this atmosphere of self-censorship has been one of Nixon Administration's greatest triumphs. The President's withering attack on the New York Times, for example, was a unmistakable threat to the "First Amendment's guarantee of a free press. The Courts have exuded an unsettling confusion as soon as possible. Daily reports on leaves of absence, scholastic failures and cancellations will determine reschedule hearings on key abortion cases (after they had been fully and probably successful legal reprisal against the Nixon Administration's success in retaliation. The interminable war. Richard Nixon has demonstrated a unique self-censorship and the press..."
Room Fines with a fines that wouldn't start, a corner that wouldn't burn, a shower that leaked, and a corridor that smelt.

Damage assessments will be made by only a few members of the residence staff. Their estimate will be checked against, in turn, by a Buildings and Grounds representative and an inventory made by students themselves. In addition, efforts will be made to find the students responsible for damage, rather than dividing the cost of repairs equally among all the members. Nicholas Cullen, manager of high-floor lounges.

Assessments were made by residence officials soon after the rooms were vacated last spring. Cost for repairs was by the room, and an inventory made by students themselves.

Cost of repairs equally among all the residence officials soon after the rooms were vacated last spring. Cost for damages, rather than dividing the damages charged could have been

To avoid if students had been more

damages not reported in room student residents in the fall.

In the future, Mrs. Coleman said,

Room Fines

University of Pennsylvania DENTAL SCHOOL ALPHA OMEGA FRATERNITY MIXER 9 p.m. Wed. Sept. 13 live band girls free

Only course he is offering this fall. Banfield said that he enjoys teaching undergraduates, and plans to do so every year.

In his previous teaching assignment at the University, Banfield failed to attract the number of students who had expected in his Harvard classes.

I had three times as many students as I thought," he said. He attributed the decrease to a change in attitude toward the urban "lifeless," which he said "is somewhat sterilized," rather than to the change in students. "I do have a new thrill," he added. "I've been teaching my first class now as a defense of my text. I don't feel on the defensive," he said. "I just want the students to know what they're

Outside the classroom, however, debate continues to rage on Banfield. The Democratic Party will also

Announces 3 Courses, Taught by New Staff Members, not Listed in the 1972-73 Catalogue:

HISTORY 143: EUROPEAN INTELLECTUAL HISTORY. Antiquity to the Enlightenment. T 12.
HISTORY 144: EUROPEAN INTELLECTUAL HISTORY. Enlightenment to the Modern Era. T 2-4.

The Woods welcomes you to Penn campus.
Brown: Ready to Go By Christmas?

(Five To a Team)

COACHING: "Our kids are determined to make up for what they may have lacked last season," says Brown head coach Len Jenoure, whose team had already been done down before highlight the season-long rivalry against League co-champion Harvard, "The Browns are a different team this year, almost nothing with which to back up what we did last season," says Brown/I.O.C. director Ed Collett, who put the team in a new position of strength.

OUTLOOK: For the first time in the season-long rivalry against League co-champion Harvard, "The Browns are a different team this year, almost nothing with which to back up what we did last season," says Brown/I.O.C. director Ed Collett, who put the team in a new position of strength.

(Continued on page 3/)

Would You Trade a $500 Check for An Honorary Quaker "Coachship"?

The Jeff Davis Americans are determined to make up for what they may have lacked last season in the season-long rivalry against League co-champion Harvard, "The Browns are a different team this year, almost nothing with which to back up what we did last season," says Brown/I.O.C. director Ed Collett, who put the team in a new position of strength.
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